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1  INTRODUCTION
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At Allegro Acoustics, our industry leading capabilities in acoustic analysis and
design coupled with extensive knowledge of materials and solutions, allow
us to deliver acoustically excellent, bespoke workspaces to our clients.

Our Present

Today, we apply the same principals to deliver acoustically designed and
ultra comfortable workspaces. We source and install acoustic materials and
solutions from some of Europe’s top acoustic material suppliers. This allows
us to deliver bespoke acoustic solutions in workplaces which are designed to
meet the needs of the client and acoustically optimised to suit the nature of
use.

Our History

Allegro Acoustics was founded
in 2010. We first developed
our acoustic analysis and
modelling capabilities when
designing Theatres, Music
Performance Venues and
Auditoria like the Betania
Church and Music Venue
(featured opposite).



2  ACOUSTIC OPTIMIZATION 

Acoustic Analysis

We carry out acoustic testing
and analysis in built spaces to
obtain acoustic data for the
space and gain an in-depth
understanding of how sound
transmits within the
environment.

Acoustic Modelling & Design

Allegro Acoustics uses state of
the art 3D Room Acoustic
Modelling software ODEON.
This allows us to replicate
existing spaces and develop a
highly effective and bespoke
acoustic strategy.
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At Allegro Acoustics, our first objective with workspace acoustic design is a
comprehensive approach to analysis and design. We call this the acoustic
optimization stage and this process is at the core of how we achieve
excellence upon project completion.

Materials and Solutions

The modelling process informs
us of the best materials and
solutions to employ in the
space to result in an optimised
acoustic environment for the
nature of use.



3  OPEN OFFICES
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Minimising typical office sounds like phone conversations, typing and mouse
clicks transforms the perception of comfort and focus in an open office. At
Allegro Acoustics, we specialise in designing and implementing acoustic
solutions to achieve an ultra comfortable and focused acoustic environment in
multi-occupant open offices.

Fig: Acoustically specified cloud absorbers and subtle room absorption to minimise reverberation in
this open office at Ait Eile, Dublin 1.



4  MEETING ROOMS
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Speech intelligibility is the most important acoustic characteristic in a
Meeting Room whereby speech must be both clear enough and loud enough.
Allegro Acoustics has a track record in delivering Meeting Rooms with crystal
clear vocal communication achieved through in-depth acoustic design,
modelling, careful material selection and excellent installer workmanship.

Fig: Acoustically designed Meeting Room by Allegro Acoustics at the Clayton Charlemont Hotel.



5  VIDEO CONFERENCE ROOMS
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Balanced sound energy across the frequency range and controlled
reverberation are integral to creating the all important “real” feel to this
virtual means of communication. Allegro Acoustics has delivered multiple
high performance Video Conferencing facilities whereby the room is
acoustically tuned and fully integrated with the video conference hardware.
This results in class leading virtual communication solutions.

Fig: Acoustically tuned Video Conference Room whereby the room is acoustically tuned and
integrated with the video conference hardware to result in crystal clear speech from all participant
locations.



6  ACOUSTIC MATERIALS AND SOLUTIONS 
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Allegro Acoustics uses a broad range of sound absorbing products and
materials to achieve the ideal acoustic environment in built spaces. We have
worked with leading acoustic material suppliers and developed an extensive
database of high performance acoustic solutions. The depth and breadth of our
material database and relationship with a large variety of suppliers allows us to
conclude the most suitable material solutions for our clients from an acoustic,
aesthetic and practicality perspective.

Fig: Natural slatted acoustic timber panel solution. 



6  ACOUSTIC MATERIALS AND SOLUTIONS 
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Fig: Fabric wrapped rectangular acoustic cloud. 

Fig: Pattern of fabric wrapped acoustic panels. 



6.1  Wall Mounted Acoustic Solutions
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Fig: Fabric finished wall panels, Class A absorber with diagonal shape design to client specification.

Fig: Fabric finished wall panels, Class A absorber colour matched fabric to office furniture.



6.1  Wall Mounted Acoustic Solutions
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Fig: Walnut black acoustic slatted timber panel.

Fig: Natural oak acoustic slatted timber panel.



6.2  Ceiling Mounted Acoustic Solutions
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Fig: Fabric finished wall panels, Class A absorber with diagonal shape design to client specification.

Fig: Circular acoustic clouds integrated with lighting layout.



6.3  Innovative Acoustics
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Fig: Combination of ceiling mounted acoustic baffles and wall mounted slatted sound absorbing
timber panels.



6.3  Innovative Acoustics
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Fig: Combination of suspended acoustic ceiling and acoustic dividers to break up sound
transmission and absorb sound throughout this open office.

Fig: Acoustically absorbing art – print finish onto acoustically transparent fabric on acoustic core.



6.3  Innovative Acoustics
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Fig: PET based acoustic absorber with LED backlighting.



6.3  Innovative Acoustics
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Fig: Curved sound reflecting and absorbing timber solutions.

Fig: Multiple approach sound absorption including cloud absorbers, under desk absorption, column
absorbers and direct to slab foam absorbers in the ceiling space.



7  FABRIC FINISHES 
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Fig: Camira Lucia CS fabric range. 

Allegro Acoustics specify fabrics which have a minimum Fire Rating of Class B
(EN 13501-01) which typically includes the Camira Lucia CS fabric range or
similar.



8  SUSTAINABILITY
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Allegro Acoustics continually strive to identify ways to achieve acoustic
excellence through sustainable means. This includes using natural materials
where such as PET. As part of this objective, we choose materials that
contribute to better air quality, are manufactured by companies who have
clear environmental objectives and are sourced as close to home as possible to
minimise the CO2 impact of transport.

Fig: A Living Wall as a means to provide sound absorption in this commercial building reception.


